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01/01/1401/01/1401/01/1401/01/14 
 
Duration: 30 secs.Duration: 30 secs.Duration: 30 secs.Duration: 30 secs. 
Topic: LEGALIZING OF MARIJUANA IN COLORADOTopic: LEGALIZING OF MARIJUANA IN COLORADOTopic: LEGALIZING OF MARIJUANA IN COLORADOTopic: LEGALIZING OF MARIJUANA IN COLORADO 
Time: 2:24 pmTime: 2:24 pmTime: 2:24 pmTime: 2:24 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
2014 is ringing in the legal sale of marijuana for recreational use in the state of Colorado. In 2012, voters 
passed a referendum making non-medicinal use of pot legal. Eight Colorado towns are allowing 
recreational pot sales, though the sale of marijuana is still illegal under federal law. Colorado set up a 
system to try and regulate and keep track of black market sales, with regulators setting up packaging, 
labeling and testing requirements. They also set an age limit of 21, to keep teens from smoking joints. 
Voters in Washington State also passed a similar law, which will take effect in the middle of 2014. 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: UTAH GAY MARRIAGETopic: UTAH GAY MARRIAGETopic: UTAH GAY MARRIAGETopic: UTAH GAY MARRIAGE 
Time: 3:18 pmTime: 3:18 pmTime: 3:18 pmTime: 3:18 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
Utah on Tuesday took its fight against same-sex marriage to the U.S. Supreme Court, asking Justice 
Sonia Sotomayor to suspend a lower court ruling that allowed same-sex weddings to go ahead in the 
heavily Mormon state.  Sotomayor, who handles emergency legal applications from Utah and surrounding 
states, asked the plaintiffs in the case, three gay and lesbian couples, to respond to the application by 12 
p.m. EST on Friday. Utah is seeking to block a judge's decision to strike down the state's 2004 ban on 
same-sex marriage on grounds it violates the rights of same-sex couples to equal treatment under the 
law.  Hundreds of gay couples in Utah have received marriage licenses since the December 20 ruling by 
U.S. District Judge Robert Shelby. 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: OBAMACARE PRIVATE COVERAGE STARTS TODAYTopic: OBAMACARE PRIVATE COVERAGE STARTS TODAYTopic: OBAMACARE PRIVATE COVERAGE STARTS TODAYTopic: OBAMACARE PRIVATE COVERAGE STARTS TODAY 
Time: 3:18 pmTime: 3:18 pmTime: 3:18 pmTime: 3:18 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
Enrollment in the new Obamacare marketplaces has been rocky, to put it mildly, making January 1 a day 
of reckoning: Consumers will begin finding out if they're actually enrolled in the plans they signed up for. 
When open enrollment on the marketplaces began on Oct. 1, there were major setbacks. Fourteen states 
and the District of Columbia are running their own online marketplaces with varying degrees of success, 
but 36 states have been relying on HealthCare.gov -- the federally-run Obamacare portal that launched 
with significant technical flaws. Due to one glitch, insurers were sometimes receiving the incorrect 
information -- or no information at all - from HealthCare.gov users who thought they had successfully 
enrolled in private plans.  
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic:  BOY SCOUTS ALLOWING GAY MEMBERSTopic:  BOY SCOUTS ALLOWING GAY MEMBERSTopic:  BOY SCOUTS ALLOWING GAY MEMBERSTopic:  BOY SCOUTS ALLOWING GAY MEMBERS 
TimeTimeTimeTime: 4:24 pm: 4:24 pm: 4:24 pm: 4:24 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
The Boy Scouts of America are breaking from a century-old rule on Wednesday. Over the summer, the 
organization voted to allow openly gay scouts. That rule change takes effect with the New Year. While the 
Irving-based Boy Scouts will be accepting gay members in 2014, they will not allow gay leaders.  This has 
been a controversial decision every step of the way, and has led some former members to create their 
own organization called Life Trail USA. It is nearly identical to Boy Scouts except for its stance on gay 
members. So far, around 750 boys in the DFW area have signed up for Life Trail USA. 
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Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: TARGET FACES PROBLEMS WITH GIFT CARDS SOLD OVER HOLIDAYS Topic: TARGET FACES PROBLEMS WITH GIFT CARDS SOLD OVER HOLIDAYS Topic: TARGET FACES PROBLEMS WITH GIFT CARDS SOLD OVER HOLIDAYS Topic: TARGET FACES PROBLEMS WITH GIFT CARDS SOLD OVER HOLIDAYS  
Time: 4:24 pmTime: 4:24 pmTime: 4:24 pmTime: 4:24 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
Target Corp, which is dealing with one of the largest ever payment-data breaches in U.S. retail history, 
said on Tuesday that some of the gift cards it sold over the holiday season were not activated properly.  
The third-largest U.S. retailer promised to honor the gift cards and said less than 0.1 percent of the cards 
sold during the busy season were affected.  Shoppers can bring the cards to the guest service desk at 
their local Target stores or call 1-800-544-2943 for assistance. 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: NEW LAWS IN CALIFORNIATopic: NEW LAWS IN CALIFORNIATopic: NEW LAWS IN CALIFORNIATopic: NEW LAWS IN CALIFORNIA 
Time: 9:24 pmTime: 9:24 pmTime: 9:24 pmTime: 9:24 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
New laws taking effect this year will change the way Californians drive, work and go to school. Starting 
today, teens can no longer text friends using Siri while on the road, and this summer, the minimum wage 
will increase to one of the highest rates in the nation. Those are just a couple of the changes Californians 
will see in the New Year, and here are key laws among the more than 800 Gov. Jerry Brown signed in 
2013.  Drivers: California in September will join two dozen other states in requiring motorists to keep at 
least three feet from cyclists when passing. Another law continues until 2019 to permit low-emission or 
zero-emission vehicle drivers to use carpool lanes even when driving alone.  
 
========================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================    
 
01/02/201401/02/201401/02/201401/02/2014 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: REFORMS AT MCSO OVER RACIAL PROFILING WILL COST $21.9 MILLIONTopic: REFORMS AT MCSO OVER RACIAL PROFILING WILL COST $21.9 MILLIONTopic: REFORMS AT MCSO OVER RACIAL PROFILING WILL COST $21.9 MILLIONTopic: REFORMS AT MCSO OVER RACIAL PROFILING WILL COST $21.9 MILLION 
Time: 3:25PMTime: 3:25PMTime: 3:25PMTime: 3:25PM 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
Reforms imposed by a federal judge who found widespread racial profiling by the Maricopa County 
Sheriff's Office will cost taxpayers at least $21.9 million over the next 18 months, documents submitted by 
Sheriff Joe Arpaio and his top administrators show.  U.S. District Judge Murray Snow's ruling last May 
determined the Sheriff's Office engaged in systemic racial profiling of Latinos through its immigration-
enforcement policies. The law-enforcement agency must now undertake a variety of measures - 
everything from beefing up staffing and technology to improving training and public outreach - to assure 
the practice is permanently stopped. But that will come at a cost, Arpaio and his top staff recently warned 
the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors during hearings on their budget requests for fiscal 2015, which 
begins July 1. 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
TOPIC: THE $21.9 MILLION ESTIMATE TOPIC: THE $21.9 MILLION ESTIMATE TOPIC: THE $21.9 MILLION ESTIMATE TOPIC: THE $21.9 MILLION ESTIMATE INCLUDES SEVERAL BIGINCLUDES SEVERAL BIGINCLUDES SEVERAL BIGINCLUDES SEVERAL BIG----TICKET ITEMS:TICKET ITEMS:TICKET ITEMS:TICKET ITEMS: 
Time: 4:23PMTime: 4:23PMTime: 4:23PMTime: 4:23PM 
 Synopsis: Synopsis: Synopsis: Synopsis: 
Salaries and employee benefits to launch a seven-member unit to implement changes recommended by 
the court order, plus five vehicles, six computers, supplies and fuel for the unit. An electronic data-entry 
system, cameras for all patrol vehicles, and training for deputies to use the system to input data detailing 
the reasons for and lengths of their traffic stops. Salaries and benefits for enough new supervisors    to 
assure "effective supervision" for patrol deputies. No more than 12 deputies will be assigned to each 
supervisor, per the court order. The county will pay for seven additional sergeants, three additional 
deputies, and all their equipment, stun guns and radios. After fiscal 2015, additional changes ordered by 
the court will cost an estimated    $10 million annually, mainly in salaries, benefits and overtime hours for 
additional staff. 
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Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
TOPIC: OBAMACARE SOTOMAYORTOPIC: OBAMACARE SOTOMAYORTOPIC: OBAMACARE SOTOMAYORTOPIC: OBAMACARE SOTOMAYOR 
Time: 6:27Time: 6:27Time: 6:27Time: 6:27 
 Synopsis: Synopsis: Synopsis: Synopsis: 
Under the President's health law, most employers who offer health insurance to their workers must 
include coverage for contraception.  Religious organizations such as churches are exempt, but certain 
other religious- affiliated organizations can also get an exemption by certifying that offering the coverage 
violates their beliefs. In those cases, there is generally an indirect way that the health plan, acting as a 
third party administrator, must offer the contraceptives to the employees. 
 
======================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== 
01/03/201401/03/201401/03/201401/03/2014 
 
Topic: SCHOOL LUNCH Topic: SCHOOL LUNCH Topic: SCHOOL LUNCH Topic: SCHOOL LUNCH  
Time: 3:25 pmTime: 3:25 pmTime: 3:25 pmTime: 3:25 pm 
SynopsisSynopsisSynopsisSynopsis 
After the school lunch program was overhauled in 2012 to curb childhood obesity, lots of kids began 
complaining that lunches were too skimpy. Because in some cases, schools had to limit healthy foods - 
such as sandwiches served on whole-grain bread or salads topped with grilled chicken - due to 
restrictions the U.S. Department of Agriculture set on the amount of grains and protein that could be 
served at meal-time. In some districts, program participation dropped as more kids decided to brown-bag 
it and bring their own food to school. That led food service directors to lobby the USDA to reverse the 
limits on the amount of grains, such as bread and pasta, and proteins, such as lean meat and cheese. 
The USDA temporarily lifted the restrictions following many complaints. And, now, according to a new rule 
announced this week, the change will be made permanent.  
 
TOPIC: COLORADO MARIJUANA TOPIC: COLORADO MARIJUANA TOPIC: COLORADO MARIJUANA TOPIC: COLORADO MARIJUANA  
Time: 4:23pmTime: 4:23pmTime: 4:23pmTime: 4:23pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
The nation's first recreational pot industry has opened in Colorado, kicking off a marijuana experiment that 
will be watched closely around the world. Activists hope it will prove that legalization is a better alternative 
than the costly American-led drug war. Business owners who threw their doors open for shoppers at 8 
a.m. Wednesday, meanwhile, are hoping the fledgling industry will prove to generate as much revenue as 
state officials hope it will. At least 24 pot shops in eight towns scrambled to get ready for the opening, 
increasing staff and inventory and hiring extra security. Washington State also legalized recreational pot, 
and its industry opens in mid-2014.Legalization critics warn that increased access will lead to an increase 
in drug abuse, including among teenagers, and crime.  
 

 
01/04/201401/04/201401/04/201401/04/2014 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic:Topic:Topic:Topic:    POT SHOPS IN DENVER OPEN DOOR TO $578 MILLION IN SALESPOT SHOPS IN DENVER OPEN DOOR TO $578 MILLION IN SALESPOT SHOPS IN DENVER OPEN DOOR TO $578 MILLION IN SALESPOT SHOPS IN DENVER OPEN DOOR TO $578 MILLION IN SALES 
Time: 5:01 PM Time: 5:01 PM Time: 5:01 PM Time: 5:01 PM  
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
Colorado projects $578.1 million a year in combined wholesale and retail marijuana sales to yield $67 
million in tax revenue, according to the Legislative Council of the Colorado General Assembly. Wholesale 
transactions taxed at 15 percent will finance school construction, while the retail levy of 10 percent will 
fund regulation of the industry. Licenses for 136 marijuana stores, a majority in Denver, were mailed Dec. 
23, the Colorado Revenue Department said in a statement. Recreational marijuana businesses can open 
only after receiving both a state and local license, said Julie Postlethwait, a spokeswoman for the 
Marijuana Enforcement Division. Only existing medical-marijuana retailers can apply for the licenses until 
July 1, she said. In Denver, home to the state's largest number of such dispensaries, that deadline 
extends through Jan. 1, 2016. The city's newly licensed shops feature names such as The Green 
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Solution, The Healing House Denver and The Denver Kush Club, according to a map on the Denver city 
government's website. Colorado residents with a photo identification showing they are at least 21 may buy 
as much as one ounce of pot in a single transaction, while those from out of state can get a quarter ounce, 
Postlethwait said. Customers can't consume the product in public. 
 
======================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== 
 
01/06/201401/06/201401/06/201401/06/2014 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: FLU OUTBREAKTopic: FLU OUTBREAKTopic: FLU OUTBREAKTopic: FLU OUTBREAK 
Time: 2:25 pmTime: 2:25 pmTime: 2:25 pmTime: 2:25 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
This year's flu season just keeps going and going -- with the number of states reporting widespread flu 
activity skyrocketing.  In just one week, the number of states reporting widespread flu has more than 
doubled from 10 states to 25.  We're seeing a lot of illness in young adults who may lack immunity. Young 
people die from the flu every year, but this year it could turn out to be particularly bad because the main 
flu strain out there, is h1n1 - what used to be called swine flu - and it disproportionally affects people 
under 65.   But there is good news.  So far the main strain we're seeing is h1n1, fortunately that strain is 
well covered by every one of the flu vaccines out there.  The centers for disease control and prevention 
recommends the flu vaccine for nearly everyone. It does take two weeks for the shot to build up immunity 
so in the meantime, it's especially important to remember to wash your hands.  
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic:  NEW YORK EASES MARIJUANA LATopic:  NEW YORK EASES MARIJUANA LATopic:  NEW YORK EASES MARIJUANA LATopic:  NEW YORK EASES MARIJUANA LAWSWSWSWS 
Time: 3:25 pmTime: 3:25 pmTime: 3:25 pmTime: 3:25 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
New York is about to be the latest state to significantly loosen marijuana laws. That's according to the 
New York Times.  State officials told the paper governor Andrew Cuomo plans to announce an executive 
order to permit limited uses of medical marijuana.  The order will let 20 hospitals in the state prescribe pot 
for some diseases like cancer and glaucoma.  It's a shift by Cuomo, who in the past has opposed 
legalizing medical marijuana.  State officials will work to put the new policy in place this year, but it's 
unclear when medical marijuana will actually be available to patients. 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: FLIGHTS CANCELLED DUE TO WEATHERTopic: FLIGHTS CANCELLED DUE TO WEATHERTopic: FLIGHTS CANCELLED DUE TO WEATHERTopic: FLIGHTS CANCELLED DUE TO WEATHER 
Time: 5:22 pmTime: 5:22 pmTime: 5:22 pmTime: 5:22 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
Some 4,392 flights were canceled and 3,577 delayed, according to FlightAware.com, which tracks airline 
activity.  Many airlines could not allow their ground crews to remain outdoors for more than 15 minutes at 
a time. There were hundreds of cancellations by airlines including United, Southwest, and American. 
 
Duration: 3Duration: 3Duration: 3Duration: 30 secs0 secs0 secs0 secs 
Topic: CONGRESS DEBATING AN EXTENSION FOR UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITSTopic: CONGRESS DEBATING AN EXTENSION FOR UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITSTopic: CONGRESS DEBATING AN EXTENSION FOR UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITSTopic: CONGRESS DEBATING AN EXTENSION FOR UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS 
Time: 7:23 pmTime: 7:23 pmTime: 7:23 pmTime: 7:23 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
The chances of the Senate moving forward with legislation that would restore expired unemployment 
benefits dimmed ahead of a vote Monday evening. Senate Democrats believe their entire 55-member 
caucus will support the legislation, which President Barack Obama is strongly pushing. But finding GOP 
votes remains a heavy lift.  But other key Republicans came out against the legislation in the hours before 
the vote. GOP Sen. Mark Kirk of Illinois - where unemployment is 8.7 percent - signaled he will not back 
the bill as written, tweeting that the price tag "should be offset with spending reductions." Sen. Bob Corker 
(R-Tenn.) also said he wouldn't support the legislation.  The largest obstacle to accruing sufficient 
Republican support for the bill is that it does not raise revenue or cut spending to pay for the estimated 
$6.5 billion cost of extending jobless benefits for three months. Democrats don't believe there is time to 
find a pay-for bill given the dire situation for the 1.3 million Americans knocked off benefit rolls on Dec. 28. 
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Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: U.S COURT AND GAY MARRIAGESTopic: U.S COURT AND GAY MARRIAGESTopic: U.S COURT AND GAY MARRIAGESTopic: U.S COURT AND GAY MARRIAGES 
Time: 7:23 pmTime: 7:23 pmTime: 7:23 pmTime: 7:23 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
The U.S Supreme Court on Monday halted gay marriage in Utah by granting a request from state officials 
appealing a lower-court ruling that allowed same-sex weddings to go ahead in the heavily-Mormon state. 
The decision by the court means that gay weddings in the state are now on hold while the case is 
appealed to the Denver-based 10th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. Hundreds of gay couples in Utah have 
received marriage licenses since the Dec. 20 ruling by U.S. District Judge Robert Shelby. 
 
Duration: 30 secDuration: 30 secDuration: 30 secDuration: 30 secssss 
Topic: IN STATE TUITION FOR DREAMERS IN NEW HAMPSHIRETopic: IN STATE TUITION FOR DREAMERS IN NEW HAMPSHIRETopic: IN STATE TUITION FOR DREAMERS IN NEW HAMPSHIRETopic: IN STATE TUITION FOR DREAMERS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Time: 9:26 pmTime: 9:26 pmTime: 9:26 pmTime: 9:26 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
College students who entered the U.S. illegally would get in-state tuition if they met certain requirements 
under a bill being voted on by the House this month. The students would have to be a graduate of a high 
school in the state or have gotten a New Hampshire high school equivalency certificate. They would have 
had to attend a state high school for three years before graduating or receiving an equivalency certificate 
and have met all the other criteria for in-state rates. The students also would be required to apply for legal 
residency if they have not already done so and file a copy with the university system. Opponents argue it 
isn't fair for out-of-state students to pay higher tuition than students in the country illegally. In-state tuition 
at the University of New Hampshire is $13,670 this year compared with $26,390 for a non-resident. At 
Keene State College and Plymouth State University, the in-state rate is $10,410 compared with more than 
$17,000 for out-of-state students. 
 
======================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== 
 
01/07/201401/07/201401/07/201401/07/2014 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: JETBLUE FLIGHT CANCELLATIONSTopic: JETBLUE FLIGHT CANCELLATIONSTopic: JETBLUE FLIGHT CANCELLATIONSTopic: JETBLUE FLIGHT CANCELLATIONS 
Time: 2:24 pmTime: 2:24 pmTime: 2:24 pmTime: 2:24 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
You might have to wait until your flight crew rests up if your travel includes Boston's Logan International 
Airport or the three New York City-area airports. Blaming a weekend of bad winter weather and new 
Federal Aviation Administration rules on pilot duty times, JetBlue canceled nearly all operations from 
Monday afternoon into Tuesday morning at Logan, New York's John F. Kennedy International and 
LaGuardia airports, and Newark Liberty International Airport in New Jersey.  JetBlue, the only airline to 
say publicly that the new pilot rest rules contributed to its cancellation of flights during this week's winter 
blast, had asked regulators for a delay in implementing the changes. 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: NEW YORK IN STATE OF EMERGENCYTopic: NEW YORK IN STATE OF EMERGENCYTopic: NEW YORK IN STATE OF EMERGENCYTopic: NEW YORK IN STATE OF EMERGENCY 
Time: 4:13 pmTime: 4:13 pmTime: 4:13 pmTime: 4:13 pm 
SynopsisSynopsisSynopsisSynopsis:::: 
NY governor Andrew Cuomo declared a state of emergency ahead of a major winter storm triggered by 
the "polar vortex," now sweeping into the eastern US. The state could see as much as 36 inches of snow 
and wind chills as low as 40 degrees below zero.  Road closures and a health advisory were issued by the 
state of New York in preparation for what are being described as "life threatening" weather conditions.  
The state was mobilizing 300 members of the NY Army and Air National Guard to assist as the storm 
moved through the region, along with 3,800 field workers available to respond in the event of power 
failures caused by the icy conditions. 
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Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: OBAMACARE PATIENTS IN LIMBOTopic: OBAMACARE PATIENTS IN LIMBOTopic: OBAMACARE PATIENTS IN LIMBOTopic: OBAMACARE PATIENTS IN LIMBO 
Time: 4:13 pmTime: 4:13 pmTime: 4:13 pmTime: 4:13 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
The volunteers are considered employees for tax purposes, a classification that grew out of an ongoing 
effort to attract firefighters by offering them such incentives as stipends, retirement benefits and free gym 
memberships. That leaves open the question of whether the volunteer firefighters fall under the health 
care law's requirement that employers with 50 or more employees working at least 30 hours a week must 
provide health insurance for them. Fire departments say they can't afford to pay such a cost.  Faced with 
the cost of insurance, or being fined if they fail to provide it, departments would likely be forced to reduce 
the number of hours firefighters can volunteer or eliminate the benefit programs, officials said. That has 
both fire chiefs and lawmakers raising concerns.  Darrel Fournier, fire chief in Freeport, a town of about 
8,000 people near the coast in southern Maine that's home to L.L. Bean, said his department is bracing 
for what could be significant costs under the health care law. He expects he'll have to provide coverage 
for the five firefighters he employs part time. That would cost the city - and ultimately taxpayers - about 
$75,000, or a penalty of $150,000. 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic:  NECESSARY HELP FOR UNEMPLOYMENTTopic:  NECESSARY HELP FOR UNEMPLOYMENTTopic:  NECESSARY HELP FOR UNEMPLOYMENTTopic:  NECESSARY HELP FOR UNEMPLOYMENT 
Time: 4:13 pmTime: 4:13 pmTime: 4:13 pmTime: 4:13 pm 
SynopsiSynopsiSynopsiSynopsis:s:s:s: 
Backers of the Senate bill to extend long-term unemployment benefits were one vote short of the 60 they 
need to clear a procedural hurdle, in a vote set to happen Tuesday morning. Four Republicans said 
Monday they will join the 55 members of the Democratic caucus to vote to begin debate on the bill. But 
Democrats still need to find another Republican vote to overcome a GOP filibuster. GOP aides and 
senators differed on whether any other Republicans would vote for the measure. The vote is scheduled 
for Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. With more than a dozen lawmakers absent due to travel delays caused by bad 
weather, the Senate postponed the key procedural vote from Monday on a politically charged proposal to 
extend long-term unemployment insurance affecting some 1.3 million Americans. Big moments on Capitol 
Hill from here on out should be viewed through the lens of November's midterm elections, especially in 
the Senate, where Republicans are aiming to retake control.   
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: LUNG CANCER LATEST STATopic: LUNG CANCER LATEST STATopic: LUNG CANCER LATEST STATopic: LUNG CANCER LATEST STATISTICSTISTICSTISTICSTISTICS 
Time: 8:42 pmTime: 8:42 pmTime: 8:42 pmTime: 8:42 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
Lung cancer remains a scary diagnosis, but rates have declined in the past 20 years, thanks to less 
smoking and better detection. Overall, cancer death rates have dropped 20 percent. Cancer death rates in 
the U.S. have dropped 20 percent in the past two decades, thanks largely to less smoking, increased 
prevention and better detection, a new report finds. The rates have fallen dramatically in some areas - 
plunging 50 percent for middle-aged black men, for instance - while barely budging for elderly white 
women. And disease experts say there's still plenty of room for improvement.  An estimated 1.7 million 
new cancer cases are projected for 2014, including some 586,000 deaths, according to the new report 
from the American Cancer Society. And cancer remains the second-most common cause of death in the 
U.S., behind heart disease. The good news in those grim figures is that the rate of death from cancer has 
fallen from about 25 per every 10,000 people in 1991 to about 17 per 10,000 in 2010. That translates into 
about 1.3 million cancer deaths avoided, including nearly 953,000 men and nearly 388,000 women.  Lung 
cancer remains the top killer for both sexes, followed by prostate cancer for men and breast cancer for 
women. But largely because of declines in smoking, the lung cancer death rate dropped by 34 percent in 
20 years.  
 
======================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== 
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01/08/201401/08/201401/08/201401/08/2014 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: A TRIUMPH IN THE BATTLE FOR IMMIGRANTSTopic: A TRIUMPH IN THE BATTLE FOR IMMIGRANTSTopic: A TRIUMPH IN THE BATTLE FOR IMMIGRANTSTopic: A TRIUMPH IN THE BATTLE FOR IMMIGRANTS 
Time: 2:26 pmTime: 2:26 pmTime: 2:26 pmTime: 2:26 pm 
SynopSynopSynopSynopsis:sis:sis:sis: 
Judge orders release of SB 1070 emails to check for racial overtones.  Opponents of SB 1070 gathered in 
front of the White House to protest the sweeping immigration law while President Barack Obama met with 
Gov. Jan Brewer on June 3, 2010.  Challengers of Arizona's controversial immigration law - better known 
as SB 1070 - will now have access to emails, letters and memos exchanged between legislators and 
supporters of the law to see whether the messages include any racially discriminatory comments. 
Attorneys for the Federation for American Immigration Reform and the Immigration Reform Law Institute - 
two groups that favor SB 1070 argued that the documents were confidential. But U.S. District Court Judge 
Susan Bolton disagreed. She ruled last week that the documents couldn't be protected and should be 
made public. 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: FTC CRACKING DOWN ON WEIGHT LOSS COMPANIES (TO AVOID FRAUD)Topic: FTC CRACKING DOWN ON WEIGHT LOSS COMPANIES (TO AVOID FRAUD)Topic: FTC CRACKING DOWN ON WEIGHT LOSS COMPANIES (TO AVOID FRAUD)Topic: FTC CRACKING DOWN ON WEIGHT LOSS COMPANIES (TO AVOID FRAUD) 
Time: 4:24 pmTime: 4:24 pmTime: 4:24 pmTime: 4:24 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
The FTC is coming down hard on companies for claiming their products help shed pounds -- with no proof 
they actually work. One of the biggest targets -- the maker of the powder Sensa.  The federal trade 
commission says that claim by Sensa, which led to more than 350 million dollars in business, over a 4 
year period is deceptive forcing the company into a settlement.  The FTC also cracked down on the luxury 
bath product company L'Occitane which advertised that its shaping delight skin creams could shave 
inches.  The settlement forces the famous lotion and soap company to refund nearly a half million dollars. 
L’Occitane did not respond to a request for comment. 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: U.S CHAMBER OF COMMERCE ON IMMIGRATIONTopic: U.S CHAMBER OF COMMERCE ON IMMIGRATIONTopic: U.S CHAMBER OF COMMERCE ON IMMIGRATIONTopic: U.S CHAMBER OF COMMERCE ON IMMIGRATION 
Time: 10:42 pmTime: 10:42 pmTime: 10:42 pmTime: 10:42 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
The president of the US Chamber of Commerce says the nation's biggest business lobby intends to "pull 
out all the stops" to pass an overhaul of immigration laws. That would place the chamber on the side of 
President Barack Obama on one of the White House's top legislative priorities of the year.  Donohue cast 
his organization as both an ally and an adversary of the administration on Wednesday. He indicated 
support for Obama's stance on immigration and also the President's push for global trade agreements. He 
distanced himself from some Republicans by saying he doesn't envision a repeal of Obama's health care 
law. But he said the chamber would seek to eliminate health care taxes and delay or do away with a 
mandate on businesses to provide health care to employees.  Donohue predicted the economy would 
continue to grow modestly, expanding by as much as 3 percent this year. But he said such growth could 
improve with less government intervention in business, particularly in the energy industry. 
 
======================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== 
 
01/09/201401/09/201401/09/201401/09/2014 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: CUTTING CALORIESTopic: CUTTING CALORIESTopic: CUTTING CALORIESTopic: CUTTING CALORIES 
Time: 2:25PMTime: 2:25PMTime: 2:25PMTime: 2:25PM 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
16 companies -- including General Mills Inc., Campbell Soup Co., ConAgra Foods Inc., Kraft Foods Inc., 
Kellogg Co., Coca-Cola Co., PepsiCo Inc. and Hershey Co. -- to cut 1 trillion calories by 2012 and 1.5 
trillion calories by 2015. The nation's largest food companies have cut calories in their products by more 
than 6.4 trillion, according to a new study. The study sponsored by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation 
found that between 2007 and 2012 the companies reduced their products' calories by the equivalent of 
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around 78 calories per person per day. The total is more than four times the amount those companies had 
pledged to cut by next year. Some of the nation's largest food companies have cut calories in their 
products by more than 6.4 trillion, according to a new study.  
 
 Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: IMMIGRATION COURTS  Topic: IMMIGRATION COURTS  Topic: IMMIGRATION COURTS  Topic: IMMIGRATION COURTS   
Time: 3:22PMTime: 3:22PMTime: 3:22PMTime: 3:22PM 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
In a letter to President Obama, a group of House Republicans is rejecting the President's push for 
comprehensive immigration reform, accusing him of shutting out the concerns of everyday workers and 
adhering to big business lobbyists who argue that reform will help drive the economy.  The letter which 
was led by Republican Rep. Mo Brooks and signed by 16 mostly conservative House members, argues 
that immigration will hurt American wages and increase unemployment.  It also bashed the Senate's 
bipartisan reform bill passed last year, calling it an "awful deal. The letter states that the Senate bill would 
double the influx of foreign workers and add over 30 million immigrants in the next decade, the majority of 
which would be lower skilled. While immigrants make up 13 percent of the U.S. population, they account 
for nearly 20 percent of small businesses owners and are responsible for more than 25 percent of all new 
business creation and related job growth. 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: OBAMA FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HELP Topic: OBAMA FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HELP Topic: OBAMA FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HELP Topic: OBAMA FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HELP  
Time: Time: Time: Time:  
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
President Barack Obama is announcing ways the Federal Government can help economically challenged 
communities through five new "Promise Zones."Obama was to discuss the zones Thursday during a 
White House event. It's part of his effort to focus on income inequality in the lead-up to his State of the 
Union address this month. The White House says tax incentives and grants can help communities tackle 
poverty, giving children better chances at success. By applying federal funding in targeted areas, Promise 
Zones aim to bolster education, access to housing and crime-reduction programs. Obama first announced 
the initiative during last year's State of the Union but is just now revealing the first zones to be selected. 
They're in San Antonio, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, southeastern Kentucky and the Choctaw Nation of 
Oklahoma. There was also a fair bit of churn. In the first two months of 2009, there were 37.9 million 
people in poverty. About one third of them, 12.6 million, managed to escape poverty by 2011 - although 
many were still hovering close to the poverty line. And that improvement was counterbalanced by the fact 
that 13.5 million people who weren't poor in 2009 became poor by 2011.By the way, the Census study 
above is looking at the "official" poverty rate, a metric that comes in for plenty of criticism. But the Census 
has developed other "experimental" measures, too.  
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: SALMONELLA Topic: SALMONELLA Topic: SALMONELLA Topic: SALMONELLA COCKROACHESCOCKROACHESCOCKROACHESCOCKROACHES 
Time: 8;34PMTime: 8;34PMTime: 8;34PMTime: 8;34PM 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
Federal inspectors on Wednesday suspended processing at a poultry plant in California found to have 
been infested with cockroaches four times over the past five months. The Foster Farm plant is one of 
three in central California being investigated for an outbreak of antibiotic-resistant salmonella.  The 
ongoing outbreak has sickened 416 people in 23 states according to the federal Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention in Atlanta. In October, the U.S. Department of Agriculture refused to close the 
Livingston, Calif. plant, saying Foster Farms had "submitted and implemented immediate substantive 
changes to their slaughter and processing to allow for continued operations. 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: DEALERSHIPS INVESTIGATION Topic: DEALERSHIPS INVESTIGATION Topic: DEALERSHIPS INVESTIGATION Topic: DEALERSHIPS INVESTIGATION  
Time: 9:24Time: 9:24Time: 9:24Time: 9:24 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
Nine U.S. auto dealerships will settle deceptive advertising charges as part of a nationwide investigation 
by the Federal Trade Commission dubbed “Operation Steer Clear”, Automotive News reports today. The 
dealers in this case made several "misrepresentations" in print, internet and video advertisements that 
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violated the FTC Act, falsely leading consumers to believe they could buy cars for low prices, get low 
monthly payments through financing and/or make no upfront payment to lease vehicles. One dealer 
misled consumers to believe they won prizes they could collect at the dealership.  The settlements -- 
which are not yet final -- involve proposed consent agreements which prohibit the dealerships from 
misrepresenting in any advertisement for the purchase, financing, or leasing of motor vehicles the cost of 
leasing a vehicle, the cost of purchasing a vehicle with financing, or any other material fact about the 
price, sale, financing, or leasing of a vehicle. In some cases, the proposed consent orders also require the 
dealerships to clearly and conspicuously disclose terms required by these credit and lease laws. 
Fowlerville Ford also is prohibited under the proposed order from misrepresenting material terms of any 
prize, sweepstakes, giveaway, or other incentive. 
 
======================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== 
 
01/10/201401/10/201401/10/201401/10/2014 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: Topic: Topic: Topic: DRIVER LICENSESDRIVER LICENSESDRIVER LICENSESDRIVER LICENSES 
Time: 4:26Time: 4:26Time: 4:26Time: 4:26 
SynopsisSynopsisSynopsisSynopsis:::: 
The proposed state budget addresses a very big task that the California DMV is taking on this year: 
preparing to issue special driver's licenses that unauthorized immigrants may begin applying for next 
January 1.Last fall, California became the latest among a growing list of states to allow people to apply for 
a driver's license even if they're in the country illegally. It's also the biggest of these states, with an 
estimated unauthorized immigrant population of roughly 2.6 million. Not surprisingly, state officials 
anticipate a crush of about 1.4 million applicants for the new driver's licenses just within the first three 
years. The new state budget lays out $64.7 million dollars for the DMV to implement the license program. 
There are also plans to open five temporary field offices to handle the load, including Los Angeles and 
Orange counties. Democratic Assembly member Luis Alejo of Salinas, who sponsored the license bill, 
says it's critical that the project is well-funded The license program could begin before January if the DMV 
finishes preparations early.  
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: MEDICAL CARE FOR IMMIGRANTS Topic: MEDICAL CARE FOR IMMIGRANTS Topic: MEDICAL CARE FOR IMMIGRANTS Topic: MEDICAL CARE FOR IMMIGRANTS  
Time: 8:48Time: 8:48Time: 8:48Time: 8:48 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
When Gil García García began to feel a sharp pain in his left foot, he didn't think it was important. In 
October he was rushed to a hospital emergency room at the University of California.  The diagnosis was 
devastating: skin cancer, or melanoma, which had invaded his head, lungs, stomach and left leg. Like 
many undocumented immigrants who have worked a lifetime in this country, García faced a dilemma 
when he was diagnosed with an incurable disease. They often do not know whether to stay in the U.S. to 
receive the limited emergency medical treatment allowed given their immigration status, or return to their 
home country to spend the last stage of their life with family members who they often have not seen for 
decades. But as a patient with a terminal illness, he was not offered palliative care for those at the end of 
life. She had not heard of this emerging kind of care, which improves dying patients' quality of life by 
treating their pain and symptoms, such as nausea, while also providing medical treatment as needed. 
Palliative care should start well before hospice care, which offers only comfort in the final six months of 
life. 
 
======================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== 
 
01/11/201401/11/201401/11/201401/11/2014 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: US INFLUENZATopic: US INFLUENZATopic: US INFLUENZATopic: US INFLUENZA 
Time: 8:39Time: 8:39Time: 8:39Time: 8:39 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
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Flu season continues to tighten its grip on the United States, with 35 states now experiencing widespread 
influenza activity, federal officials reported Friday. The flu seems to be hitting young and middle-aged 
adults the hardest this year, rather than seniors or children, said Dr. Michael Jhung, a medical officer in 
the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's Influenza Division. About 61 percent of the 2,622 
flu-related hospitalizations this season have been for people between 18 and 64 years old, Jhung said. 
Typically, seniors 65 and older account for more than half of flu hospitalizations during a season. This 
could be because the H1N1 strain of flu is the most prevalent this season, and most younger adults don't 
get a flu shot .Across all age ranges, about 40 percent to 45 percent of people get an annual flu shot, 
Jhung said. But only 31 percent of people 18 to 49 years old usually receive a flu vaccination. Young and 
middle-aged adults also were disproportionately affected during the 2009 H1N1 flu pandemic, Jhung 
added. Another reason for that trend: Until the 2009 pandemic, the H1N1 flu strain had been dormant for 
several decades, leaving younger adults with little immunity to the virus. Still, the number of deaths 
related to either the flu or pneumonia this season remains slightly below epidemic levels, the CDC.  An 
estimated 6.9 percent of all deaths in the United States this season have been caused by flu or 
pneumonia -- just under the epidemic threshold of 7.1 percent.  The H1N1 strain accounts for more than 
half of the influenza virus specimens that have been tested this season, the CDC said. The U.S. 
Southwest -- Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma and Texas -- is the region hardest hit by the flu 
this season. This week, nearly 9 percent of all doctor's office visits in that region were due to flu-like 
symptoms, outstripping the illness rates of all other parts of the country. 
 
======================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== 
 
01/12/201401/12/201401/12/201401/12/2014 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: WEST VIRTopic: WEST VIRTopic: WEST VIRTopic: WEST VIRGINIA GINIA GINIA GINIA ----  4TH DAY WITHOUT WATER   4TH DAY WITHOUT WATER   4TH DAY WITHOUT WATER   4TH DAY WITHOUT WATER  
Time: 8:40PMTime: 8:40PMTime: 8:40PMTime: 8:40PM 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
 Frustration is mounting for many of the 300,000 West Virginia residents who've gone three days without 
clean tap water. The emergency began Thursday following complaints to West Virginia American Water 
about an odor in the tap water. The chemical had leaked out of a 40,000-gallon tank at a Freedom 
Industries facility along the Elk River.  State officials says they believe about 7,500 gallons leaked. It's not 
clear exactly how much entered the water supply, and authorities say it could take days for clean tap 
water to flow again. Officials are pleading for patience from residents in nine affected counties. The 
Federal Emergency Management Agency is among those sending bottled water and other supplies to the 
region. Meanwhile, business owners around the capital are wondering how much of an economic hit 
they'll take. Most visitors have cleared out of Charleston while locals are either staying home or driving out 
of the area to find somewhere they can get a hot meal or a shower. Virtually every restaurant is closed, 
unable to use water to prepare food, wash dishes or clean employees' hands. 
 
======================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== 
 
01/13/201401/13/201401/13/201401/13/2014 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: WEST VIRGINIA: 5TH DAY OF WATER ISSUES Topic: WEST VIRGINIA: 5TH DAY OF WATER ISSUES Topic: WEST VIRGINIA: 5TH DAY OF WATER ISSUES Topic: WEST VIRGINIA: 5TH DAY OF WATER ISSUES  
Time: 3:23PMTime: 3:23PMTime: 3:23PMTime: 3:23PM 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
A fraction of the 300,000 people in Charleston, W.Va., who have been without running water for five days 
because of a chemical spill have been told they can start using it again. They'll have to first flush out their 
systems. Service for all of the metropolitan Charleston area is at least days away. 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: TYSON CHICKEN RECALLTopic: TYSON CHICKEN RECALLTopic: TYSON CHICKEN RECALLTopic: TYSON CHICKEN RECALL 
Time: 4:19PMTime: 4:19PMTime: 4:19PMTime: 4:19PM 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
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Tyson Foods Inc. is recalling about 33,840 pounds of mechanically separated chicken products due to 
fears it may be contaminated with Salmonella bacteria. The U.S. Department of Agriculture's Food Safety 
and Inspection Service (FSIS) and Tyson Foods said that they were voluntarily recalling some 40-pound 
cases, which contained four 10-pound packages of Tyson Mechanically Separated Chicken. The products 
were produced on Oct. 11, 2013. The chicken was intended for institutional use only across the country, 
and would not have made its way for consumer purchase in retail stores. This particular product was 
shipped to centers in California, Florida, Indiana, Kansas, Nevada, New Jersey, Ohio, and Wisconsin. 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: LATINAS LIVING IN POVERTY IN THE U.STopic: LATINAS LIVING IN POVERTY IN THE U.STopic: LATINAS LIVING IN POVERTY IN THE U.STopic: LATINAS LIVING IN POVERTY IN THE U.S 
Time: 5:21PMTime: 5:21PMTime: 5:21PMTime: 5:21PM 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
About 15 million Latinas living in poverty in the U.S. and one incident would be enough for anchoring them 
in financial ruin, so the majority supports more benefits such as sick days and flexible times, according to 
a report released Sunday. "The Shriver Report: A Woman's Nations Pushes Back from the Brink" portrays 
the alarming fact that, despite progress, one in three women in the U.S. live in poverty or on the brink of it.  
In total, there are 42 million women in this condition, among them about 15 million Latino, and 28 million 
children who depend on them.  Although their problems do not reach the level of marginalization of 
women in other countries, women make up  two-thirds of the poor and illiterate people in the world-they 
are damaging their financial stability. The report coincides with the debate on social inequality in a country 
where it is sold the idea that women, who make up half the workforce, "they can have it all" but the reality 
is that "work hard … do everything and still fail, and that's a drag on the economy," said author and 
journalist Maria Shriver, a member of the Kennedy dynasty.  
 
======================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== 
 
01/14/201401/14/201401/14/201401/14/2014 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: OBAMACARE LATESTTopic: OBAMACARE LATESTTopic: OBAMACARE LATESTTopic: OBAMACARE LATEST 
Time: 2:23PMTime: 2:23PMTime: 2:23PMTime: 2:23PM 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
WASHINGTON - Insurers have raised concerns that too few young people are signing up for health 
insurance through the ObamaCare exchanges after newly released statistics showed that less than a 
quarter of people who have enrolled are between the ages of 18 and 34.  According to the numbers 
released Monday by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, only 24 percent - or 489,460 - 
of the 2.2 million people who signed up for ACA were in the coveted 18-to-34 age range. That means the 
government has hit only 18 percent of its stated goal of registering 2.7 million adults in the 18-to-34 age 
range. 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: COFFEE AS A MEMORY BOOSTERTopic: COFFEE AS A MEMORY BOOSTERTopic: COFFEE AS A MEMORY BOOSTERTopic: COFFEE AS A MEMORY BOOSTER 
Time: 4:23PMTime: 4:23PMTime: 4:23PMTime: 4:23PM 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
In addition to its other well-known effects, a cup of coffee might improve your memory. Researchers had 
73 men and women volunteers who did not habitually consume caffeine study pictures of flowers, musical 
instruments and other objects. After they were done, they gave 35 of them a pill containing 200-milligrams 
of caffeine - the amount found in one to two cups of coffee - and the rest an identical looking placebo. 
Neither the subjects nor the researchers knew until the study ended who took caffeine and who took an 
inert pill.  
 
======================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== 
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01/15/201401/15/201401/15/201401/15/2014 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: NEW DOCUMENTS REVEAL SEXUALLY ABUSED CHILDRENTopic: NEW DOCUMENTS REVEAL SEXUALLY ABUSED CHILDRENTopic: NEW DOCUMENTS REVEAL SEXUALLY ABUSED CHILDRENTopic: NEW DOCUMENTS REVEAL SEXUALLY ABUSED CHILDREN     BY PRIEST BY PRIEST BY PRIEST BY PRIEST 
Time: 2:23 pmTime: 2:23 pmTime: 2:23 pmTime: 2:23 pm 
SynopsisSynopsisSynopsisSynopsis 
The Archdiocese of Chicago will on Wednesday hand thousands of pages documenting clergy sex abuse 
allegations to victims' attorneys who have for years fought to hold the Catholic Church accountable for its 
handling of such claims. The attorneys plan to make public next week the documents detailing allegations 
of crimes concealed and priests assigned to positions that allowed them to continue molesting children. 
The nation's third-largest archdiocese agreed to release the files as part of settlements with abuse 
victims, and will include complaints, personnel documents and other files for about 30 priests with 
substantiated abuse allegations. The documents are similar to recent disclosures by other dioceses in the 
U.S. that showed how the church shielded priests and failed to report child sex abuse to authorities. 
Chicago officials said most of the abuse occurred before 1988 and none after 1996. 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: NSA SURVEILLANCE LATESTTopic: NSA SURVEILLANCE LATESTTopic: NSA SURVEILLANCE LATESTTopic: NSA SURVEILLANCE LATEST 
Time: 3:23 pmTime: 3:23 pmTime: 3:23 pmTime: 3:23 pm 
SynopsisSynopsisSynopsisSynopsis 
The National Security Agency has employed technology that allows it to enter computers and alter data 
without connecting to the internet.  According to the New York Times, the NSA has been using the secret 
technology since at least 2008. The technology relies on a covert channel of radio waves that can be 
transmitted from tiny circuit boards and USB plugs inserted into target computers. The transceivers within 
the USB plugs communicate with a briefcase-size NSA relay station up to 13 km away. The relay station 
transmits the data back to the NSAΓÇÖs Remote Operations Center. The technology allows NSA to alter 
data or transmit malware to target computers. The NSA reportedly has not implanted its software or used 
its radio frequency technology inside the United States. 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: OBESITY LTopic: OBESITY LTopic: OBESITY LTopic: OBESITY LINKED TO INCOMEINKED TO INCOMEINKED TO INCOMEINKED TO INCOME 
Time: 3:23 pmTime: 3:23 pmTime: 3:23 pmTime: 3:23 pm 
SynopsisSynopsisSynopsisSynopsis 
Combating childhood obesity is a topic a lot of us are invested in. Even first lady Michelle Obama has 
made it one of her priorities.  A recent study shows -- for some kids -- it may be more about their parents’ 
education than anything else. A recent study published in the journal PNAS shows that children from 
better-educated and wealthier parents also have lower rates of childhood obesity. Researchers from 
Harvard University found that, nationally -- childhood obesity rates did not rise between 2009 and 2010, 
but during that same period, the obesity rates for kids whose parents have only a high school education 
rose about five percent -- from 20 to 25 percent.  At the very same time -- kids whose parents are college 
educated had obesity rates cut in half -- half! From 14 to 7 percent. Why?  Well, one thing the study found 
was that kids in more affluent families were more likely to increase the amount of days they exercised for 
at least 20 minutes. The poorer kids did not. something to note: less advantaged kids ate fewer calories 
overall -- But in both groups, calorie consumption was down. And interestingly, all of the kids reported 
getting the message that they should exercise more and eat better.  
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
ToToToTopic: NY RESTRICTIONS ON BULLET SALES START WEDNESDAYpic: NY RESTRICTIONS ON BULLET SALES START WEDNESDAYpic: NY RESTRICTIONS ON BULLET SALES START WEDNESDAYpic: NY RESTRICTIONS ON BULLET SALES START WEDNESDAY 
Time: 4:17 pmTime: 4:17 pmTime: 4:17 pmTime: 4:17 pm 
SynopsisSynopsisSynopsisSynopsis 
It becomes illegal starting Wednesday in New York to buy ammunition unless a licensed dealer actually 
sees you. The requirement for face-to-face bullet sales is part of the law pushed through a year ago by 
Gov. Andrew Cuomo  one month after the massacre of 20 children and six educators in Newtown, Conn. 
The law has taken effect incrementally since, banning sales of some popular semi-automatic rifles and 
large-capacity magazines, requiring federal background checks on private gun sales and imposing felony 
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penalties for illegal gun possession. It has also drawn crowds of protesters to the Capitol and lawsuits 
saying it infringes on Second Amendment rights. For ammunition, transactions are required to take place 
in person. That includes Internet sales, requiring the face-to-face involvement of the buyer and a New 
York-licensed seller. A federal judge upheld that provision in a ruling two weeks ago that's being 
appealed. 
 
Duration: 30 secDuration: 30 secDuration: 30 secDuration: 30 secssss 
Topic: WALMART LABORTopic: WALMART LABORTopic: WALMART LABORTopic: WALMART LABOR 
Time: 8:33 pmTime: 8:33 pmTime: 8:33 pmTime: 8:33 pm 
SynopsisSynopsisSynopsisSynopsis 
The U.S. National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) on Wednesday issued a complaint against Wal-Mart 
Inc, alleging the world's largest retailer violated labor laws in 14 states by taking action against striking 
workers.  A complaint issued by the NLRB's general counsel's office said Wal-Mart representatives 
appeared on national news broadcasts and threatened to retaliate against workers if they went on strike. It 
also alleged they disciplined and fired workers for engaging in legally protected protest activity. More than 
60 Wal-Mart supervisors and one corporate officer are named in the filing. The NLRB, the federal agency 
that oversees union elections and polices unfair labor practices, investigates 20,000 to 30,000 allegations 
of National Labor Relations Act violations made annually by employees, unions and employers. More than 
half are withdrawn or dismissed. 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: JCPENNY LAYOFFSTopic: JCPENNY LAYOFFSTopic: JCPENNY LAYOFFSTopic: JCPENNY LAYOFFS 
Time: 9:31 pmTime: 9:31 pmTime: 9:31 pmTime: 9:31 pm 
SynopsisSynopsisSynopsisSynopsis 
J.C. Penney Co., once a favored destination for generations of middle-class shoppers, said today it will 
close 33 stores - including four in Indiana - and cut nearly 2,000 jobs in an effort to return to profitability. 
The company will close 44 under-performing department stores and three catalog outlets, Penney said. 
Most will shut their doors by the end of June. Four of the stores are in Indiana - at Anderson, Bloomington 
and Martinsville and Indianapolis. Plano-based Penney, which operates about 1,100 department stores, 
also said it would close most catalog desks in its Eckerd drugstores. The moves will eliminate about 5,000 
department-store jobs, 300 more at headquarters and regional offices and 265 Eckerd positions - all told, 
less than 2 percent of the company's work force of 290,000.  
 
DurationDurationDurationDuration: 30 secs: 30 secs: 30 secs: 30 secs 
Topic: APPLE WILL PAY BACK PARENTS FOR 32.5 MILLION IN APPS BOUGHT BY CHILDREN Topic: APPLE WILL PAY BACK PARENTS FOR 32.5 MILLION IN APPS BOUGHT BY CHILDREN Topic: APPLE WILL PAY BACK PARENTS FOR 32.5 MILLION IN APPS BOUGHT BY CHILDREN Topic: APPLE WILL PAY BACK PARENTS FOR 32.5 MILLION IN APPS BOUGHT BY CHILDREN 
WITHOUT CONSENTWITHOUT CONSENTWITHOUT CONSENTWITHOUT CONSENT 
Time: 9:31 pmTime: 9:31 pmTime: 9:31 pmTime: 9:31 pm 
SynopsisSynopsisSynopsisSynopsis 
The US Federal Trade Commission has announced that computer giant Apple will pay full refunds to 
consumers to settle a complaint that the company charged millions of dollars for purchases made through 
children's mobile apps without consent from their parents. The minimum payment will be 32.5 (m) million 
US dollars. Under the terms of the settlement, the FTC said the company would also be required to 
change its billing practices to ensure that it had obtained express, informed consent from consumers 
before charging them for items sold in mobile apps. The FTC's complain against Apple alleges that the 
company violated the Federal Trade Commission Act.  
 
======================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== 
 
01/16/201401/16/201401/16/201401/16/2014 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: COMPLAINT AGAINST WALMART Topic: COMPLAINT AGAINST WALMART Topic: COMPLAINT AGAINST WALMART Topic: COMPLAINT AGAINST WALMART  
Time: 4:28 pm Time: 4:28 pm Time: 4:28 pm Time: 4:28 pm  
Synopsis: Synopsis: Synopsis: Synopsis:  
The National Labor Relations Board said Wednesday it filed a complaint against Wal-Mart Stores Inc, 
alleging the world's largest retailer threatened people with reprisal if they mounted strikes against the 
company. The NLRB said it told Wal-Mart in November that the complaint was coming, but engaged in 
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ultimately unsuccessful settlement talks first before filing. In a statement Wal-Mart said it believed it acted 
lawfully. 
======================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== 
 
01/17/201401/17/201401/17/201401/17/2014 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: OBAMA MAKES CHANGES TO NSATopic: OBAMA MAKES CHANGES TO NSATopic: OBAMA MAKES CHANGES TO NSATopic: OBAMA MAKES CHANGES TO NSA 
Time: 4:28 pm Time: 4:28 pm Time: 4:28 pm Time: 4:28 pm  
Synopsis: Synopsis: Synopsis: Synopsis:  
After the firestorm over Edward Snowden's disclosure of U.S. surveillance programs, the most 
contentious aspect revealed by last year's classified leaks will continue under reforms announced Friday 
by President Barack Obama. Someone will still collect records of the numbers and times of phone calls by 
every American. While access to those records will be tightened and they may be shifted from the 
National Security Agency to elsewhere, the storage of the phone metadata goes on. 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: WARNING TO SMOKETopic: WARNING TO SMOKETopic: WARNING TO SMOKETopic: WARNING TO SMOKERSRSRSRS 
Time: 4:28 pm Time: 4:28 pm Time: 4:28 pm Time: 4:28 pm  
Synopsis: Synopsis: Synopsis: Synopsis:  
Fifty years after the U.S. Surgeon General first linked cigarette smoking to deadly diseases such as lung 
cancer and heart disease, his successors continue to add to the list of health problems associated with 
tobacco use. Smoking is a cause of liver cancer and colorectal cancer, the fourth-most-diagnosed form of 
the disease in the United States, Acting Surgeon General Boris D. Lushniak found in a report released 
Friday. In addition, he said, smoking is a cause of Type 2 diabetes mellitus, age-related macular 
degeneration, erectile dysfunction and rheumatoid arthritis. It can impair the immune system, worsen 
asthma and cause cleft lips and palates in fetuses. And exposure to secondhand smoke can cause 
strokes. 
 
======================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== 
 
01/18/201401/18/201401/18/201401/18/2014 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: UNDOCUMENTED DRIVER LICENSES IN CHICAGOTopic: UNDOCUMENTED DRIVER LICENSES IN CHICAGOTopic: UNDOCUMENTED DRIVER LICENSES IN CHICAGOTopic: UNDOCUMENTED DRIVER LICENSES IN CHICAGO 
Time: 4:28 pm Time: 4:28 pm Time: 4:28 pm Time: 4:28 pm  
Synopsis: Synopsis: Synopsis: Synopsis:  
Hundreds of immigrants living in the U.S. illegally now have Illinois driver's licenses. The Illinois Secretary 
of State's office says more than 1,200 immigrants have received licenses since December under a new 
state law. Immigrants can currently take license tests at 14 locations across the state. Secretary of State’s 
spokesman Dave Druker says 36 locations will offer license tests by the end of the month. The licenses 
are valid for three years and may be used only for driving. They can't be used as identification for activities 
like boarding a plane, voting or buying a firearm. 
 
======================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== 
 
01/20/201401/20/201401/20/201401/20/2014 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: TARGET HACKINGTopic: TARGET HACKINGTopic: TARGET HACKINGTopic: TARGET HACKING 
Time: 2:23 pm Time: 2:23 pm Time: 2:23 pm Time: 2:23 pm  
Synopsis: Synopsis: Synopsis: Synopsis:  
Account information stolen during the Target security breach is now being divided up and sold off 
regionally, a South Texas police chief said Monday following the arrest of two Mexican citizens who 
authorities say arrived at the border with 96 fraudulent credit cards. McAllen Police Chief Victor Rodriguez 
said Mary Carmen Garcia, 27, and Daniel Guardiola Dominguez, 28, both of Monterrey, Mexico, used 
cards containing the account information of South Texas residents. Rodriguez said they were used to buy 
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tens of thousands of dollars' worth of merchandise at national retailers in the area including Best Buy, 
Wal-Mart and Toys R Us. 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: OBAMA MARIJUANATopic: OBAMA MARIJUANATopic: OBAMA MARIJUANATopic: OBAMA MARIJUANA 
Time: 2:23 pm Time: 2:23 pm Time: 2:23 pm Time: 2:23 pm  
Synopsis: Synopsis: Synopsis: Synopsis:  
 President Barack Obama believes smoking marijuana is a ``bad habit'' but thinks legal penalties now fall 
disproportionately on minorities and that states legalizing pot should go ahead with their plans, he said in 
a profile released on Sunday. ``As has been well documented, I smoked pot as a kid, and I view it as a 
bad habit and a vice, not very different from the cigarettes that I smoked as a young person up through a 
big chunk of my adult life,'' he is quoted as saying in a New Yorker magazine article. ``I don't think it is 
more dangerous than alcohol.''  
 
======================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== 
 
01/21/201401/21/201401/21/201401/21/2014 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: CHOCOLATE AND RED WINETopic: CHOCOLATE AND RED WINETopic: CHOCOLATE AND RED WINETopic: CHOCOLATE AND RED WINE 
Time: 3:26 pmTime: 3:26 pmTime: 3:26 pmTime: 3:26 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
Chocolate and red wine can help stave off diabetes: High levels of antioxidants can regulate blood 
glucose levels.  High content of flavonoids in foods may regulate blood glucose levels.  Flavonoids are 
antioxidants found in berry fruits, red wine and chocolate.  They can protect against a wide range of health 
issues including obesity.     High levels of flavonoids in chocolate may help guard against diabetes.  It 
sounds like the ingredient list for an indulgent dessert. But red wine, chocolate and strawberries are more 
than a guilty pleasure. They could all help guard against diabetes.  A study found for the first time the high 
content of flavonoids found in berry fruits may regulate blood glucose levels, and stave off type 2 
diabetes. Flavonoids are antioxidant compounds found in plants, as well as tea, red wine and chocolate, 
which can protect against a wide range of diseases, including heart disease, hypertension, some cancers 
and dementia. The study found the main protective effect came from higher intakes of anthocyanins, 
which are present in strawberries, blackcurrants, blackberries and blueberries. 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
TTTTopic: IS MARIJUANA SAFE?opic: IS MARIJUANA SAFE?opic: IS MARIJUANA SAFE?opic: IS MARIJUANA SAFE? 
Time: 4:17 pmTime: 4:17 pmTime: 4:17 pmTime: 4:17 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
Looks like the ongoing debate about marijuana legalization in the United States has reached a new high: 
President Barack Obama's White House.  Alcohol is the most commonly used addictive substance in the 
United States, according to the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. It's legal for those 21 
and older. Only about 22% of adult women and 11% of adult men are lifetime alcohol abstainers.  
Marijuana, on the other hand, is classified by the Drug Enforcement Agency as a Schedule 1 substance-- 
the same category as heroin, LSD and Ecstasy -- and is illegal in almost all states for recreational use. As 
such, comprehensive data on the drug's use and misuse in the United States is limited.  Alcohol's 
addictive qualities are well-documented. Approximately 17.6 million people, or one in every 12 adults, 
suffer from alcohol abuse or dependence, according to the NIAAA. Alcoholics in withdrawal can suffer 
from anxiety and depression, headaches, insomnia, nausea, fever and even seizures. 
 
======================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== 
 
01/22/201401/22/201401/22/201401/22/2014 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: STATES TAKING STEPS TO CRACK DOWN ON FRAUD FROM OBAMACARE 'NAVIGATORS'Topic: STATES TAKING STEPS TO CRACK DOWN ON FRAUD FROM OBAMACARE 'NAVIGATORS'Topic: STATES TAKING STEPS TO CRACK DOWN ON FRAUD FROM OBAMACARE 'NAVIGATORS'Topic: STATES TAKING STEPS TO CRACK DOWN ON FRAUD FROM OBAMACARE 'NAVIGATORS' 
Time: 4:22 pmTime: 4:22 pmTime: 4:22 pmTime: 4:22 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
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Last week, bills were introduced by state legislatures in Arizona, Colorado and Virginia to subject all 
Obamacare "navigators" to beefed-up background checks eliminating anyone convicted of a felony or a 
misdemeanor involving fraud. State legislatures in South Carolina and Louisiana are also considering 
similar legislation, according to the Goldwater Institute, a conservative think tank that has monitored the 
matter. Navigators have access to Social Security numbers, health information and financial information 
of consumers they sign up for Obamacare insurance policies.  In North Carolina, a navigator grantee 
organization violated the rules for mailing documents on behalf of consumers. Navigators in Dallas were 
caught on video encouraging applicants to lie on their health insurance applications so the applicants 
could qualify for tax subsidies. Navigators were caught telling an applicant to lie about her smoking habit 
to get lower cost insurance. Another navigator gave a TV interview and told viewers that applicants' credit 
scores would impact their eligibility, which was inaccurate 
 
======================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== 
 
01/23/201401/23/201401/23/201401/23/2014 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: REPORT ON COLORING IN SODAS FROM CONSUMER REPORTSTopic: REPORT ON COLORING IN SODAS FROM CONSUMER REPORTSTopic: REPORT ON COLORING IN SODAS FROM CONSUMER REPORTSTopic: REPORT ON COLORING IN SODAS FROM CONSUMER REPORTS 
Time: 7:22 pmTime: 7:22 pmTime: 7:22 pmTime: 7:22 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
The Food and Drug Administration says there's no reason to believe that the coloring added to sodas is 
unsafe. But the agency is taking another look just to make sure. The agency's announcement comes in 
response to a study by Consumer Reports that shows 12 brands of soda have varying levels of 4-
methylimidazole - an impurity found in some caramel coloring. The FDA says it has studied the use of 
caramel as a flavor and color additive for decades but will review new data on the safety of 4-
methylimidazole. The agency did not provide details about the data. "These efforts will inform the FDA's 
safety analysis and will help the agency determine what, if any, regulatory action needs to be taken," said 
FDA spokeswoman Juli Putnam. 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: VIRGINIA GETopic: VIRGINIA GETopic: VIRGINIA GETopic: VIRGINIA GENERAL ATTORNEY SAYS GAY MARRIAGE BAN IS UNCONSTITUTIONALNERAL ATTORNEY SAYS GAY MARRIAGE BAN IS UNCONSTITUTIONALNERAL ATTORNEY SAYS GAY MARRIAGE BAN IS UNCONSTITUTIONALNERAL ATTORNEY SAYS GAY MARRIAGE BAN IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL 
Time: 10:30 pmTime: 10:30 pmTime: 10:30 pmTime: 10:30 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
Outraged Virginia Republicans quickly began searching for a way to preserve the state's gay marriage 
ban Thursday after Attorney General Mark R. Herring announced that he would join a lawsuit seeking to 
have it declared unconstitutional. Some GOP legislators were exploring ways to defend the ban without 
Herring's help. Herring's most ardent opponents sought to take legal action against the attorney general 
for what they described as his misuse of the office. The National Organization for Marriage, which 
opposes same-sex unions, called for Herring's impeachment on grounds of alleged "malfeasance" and 
"neglect of duty," though legislators did not go that far. 
 
======================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== 
 
01/26/201401/26/201401/26/201401/26/2014 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: COLD FORCES CLOSURE OF SCHOOLSTopic: COLD FORCES CLOSURE OF SCHOOLSTopic: COLD FORCES CLOSURE OF SCHOOLSTopic: COLD FORCES CLOSURE OF SCHOOLS 
Time: 9:13 pmTime: 9:13 pmTime: 9:13 pmTime: 9:13 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
Chicago Public Schools announced Sunday that schools will be closed Monday due to the extreme cold 
temperatures and high winds forecast for the area. District officials said they believe Monday's sub-zero 
temperatures and winds will make it dangerous for children and families traveling to and from school. "The 
safety and well-being of our students is paramount," CPS CEO Barbara Byrd-Bennett said in a statement. 
 
======================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== 
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01/27/201401/27/201401/27/201401/27/2014 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic: PRICES OF STAMPS UPTopic: PRICES OF STAMPS UPTopic: PRICES OF STAMPS UPTopic: PRICES OF STAMPS UP 
Time: 2:22 pmTime: 2:22 pmTime: 2:22 pmTime: 2:22 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
Buying stamps will now cost you a little more.  Prices rose to 49-cents today.  Just yesterday, stamps for 
first-class mail were 46-cents each.  The three-cent hike is the largest increase in consumer postage 
prices in more than a decade for the financially-strapped U-S Postal Service.  If you want to avoid paying 
more for your stamps in the future, you could start buying forever stamps.  They are always valid, no 
matter what you paid for them... even if prices go up later.  
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic:  CRUISE SHIP OUTBREAKTopic:  CRUISE SHIP OUTBREAKTopic:  CRUISE SHIP OUTBREAKTopic:  CRUISE SHIP OUTBREAK 
Time: 3:25 pmTime: 3:25 pmTime: 3:25 pmTime: 3:25 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
Royal Caribbean Cruise Line has been struck by the Norovirus, again, according to authorities. US health 
inspectors are expected to arrive in the Virgin Islands today and investigate a suspected outbreak of 
norovirus, a highly contagious virus that is blamed for the sickness of over 300 crewmembers and 
passengers of a Royal Caribbean cruise ship. The Explorer of the Seas, part of the Royal Caribbean line-
up, has been stopped mid-way through a ten-day trip from Cape Liberty, New Jersey to St. Maarten in the 
Caribbean after complaints of diarrhea and vomiting were reported, according to the Center for Disease 
Control and the Royal Caribbean cruise line. Of the 3,050 passengers, 281 have reported symptoms of 
the norovirus along with 22 crewmembers of the 1,165 on board. The virus has been spreading like 
wildfire through the passengers and crew with little means to stop it, reported the Center for Disease 
Control's Vessel Sanitation Program that watches cruise ships sanitation practices. Cruise ship line 
officials have reported, the Explorer of the Seas stated an increased number of persons complaining of 
gastrointestinal illness while sailing to the Caribbean. Those sickened by the virus have experienced relief 
after taking over the counter medications given on board. 
 
DuratioDuratioDuratioDuration: 30 secsn: 30 secsn: 30 secsn: 30 secs 
Topic:  FAA ORDERS JET INSPECTIONTopic:  FAA ORDERS JET INSPECTIONTopic:  FAA ORDERS JET INSPECTIONTopic:  FAA ORDERS JET INSPECTION 
Time: 4:28 pmTime: 4:28 pmTime: 4:28 pmTime: 4:28 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
U.S. aviation regulators plan to order safety checks of more than 400 Boeing Co 767 jets because of 
movable tail sections that may jam and possibly cause some pilots to lose control of the aircraft, according 
to a report in The Wall Street Journal on Sunday. An order by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), 
set for publication in Monday's Federal register, calls for beefed up inspections of a flight control 
mechanism, known as an "elevator," which helps planes climb and descend, the business daily reported. 
Spokespeople for Boeing and the FAA could not be immediately reached for comment outside regular 
U.S. business hours. Elevators that do not work properly have not been identified as causing a 767 
accident, the Journal reported. The FAA first became aware of the problem in 2000, when it ordered 
enhanced checks to find problems. The inspections at that time were viewed as a temporary response. 
Boeing eventually designed a permanent fix, which the FAA order will direct airlines to make, according 
the Journal.  
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic:  GUNS NEW STAMPING LAWTopic:  GUNS NEW STAMPING LAWTopic:  GUNS NEW STAMPING LAWTopic:  GUNS NEW STAMPING LAW 
Time: 4:28 pmTime: 4:28 pmTime: 4:28 pmTime: 4:28 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
As the gun industry mounts a court challenge to California's new law requiring traceable micro-stamping 
in all new semiautomatic handgun models, two major gun manufacturers say they've stopped selling 
updated versions of those weapons in the state because they won't, or can't, comply with the law. The 
law, the first of its kind in the nation, requires gun makers to engrave the serial number in the gun's 
chamber so that it becomes stamped on each bullet as it is fired, allowing police to identify a weapon from 
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cartridges found at a crime scene. Backed by law enforcement groups, it was passed in 2007 but took 
effect only last May, when Attorney General Kamala Harris certified that the needed technology was 
available and a private patent had expired. 
 
======================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== 
 
01/28/201401/28/201401/28/201401/28/2014 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic:  GOOGLE GLASS PRTopic:  GOOGLE GLASS PRTopic:  GOOGLE GLASS PRTopic:  GOOGLE GLASS PRESCRIPTIONESCRIPTIONESCRIPTIONESCRIPTION 
Time: 3:23 pmTime: 3:23 pmTime: 3:23 pmTime: 3:23 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
On Tuesday, Google announced it will add Google Glass options for prescription glasses, its most 
requested feature since it launched the face-mounted computers last year. The move is the latest attempt 
by Google to make the beta version of its connected eyewear more fashionable and consumer friendly 
before it releases the product to the broader public toward the end of 2014.   The prescription lenses will 
be available in a set of newly designed, fashion-conscious frames that will cost $225 each. This new 
Titanium line will include four frame shapes called curve, thin, split and bold. The outside of the Titanium 
frames is gray, but there are four options for subtle accent colors inside the frames. Google is also adding 
three options for sunglasses designed by Maui Jim, which will cost $150 each. The actual Glass 
hardware, which can shoot video and projects Internet content such as e-mails, walking directions and 
sports scores onto a tiny screen above the wearer's right eye, is staying the same for now. It was last 
updated in October, when the team made sure the design was modular and could attach to the right side 
of the Titanium glass frames.  
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic:  USA STATE OF THE UNIONTopic:  USA STATE OF THE UNIONTopic:  USA STATE OF THE UNIONTopic:  USA STATE OF THE UNION 
Time: 5:24 pmTime: 5:24 pmTime: 5:24 pmTime: 5:24 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
Challenging lawmakers, President Barack Obama will announce Tuesday night in his State of the Union 
address that he's raising the minimum wage for new federal contract workers to $10.10 an hour, 
underscoring a go-it-alone strategy in an election year critical to both parties and the balance of power in 
Congress.  Obama's speech to a joint session of Congress and millions more watching at home will be 
wrapped in a unifying theme: The federal government can play a key role in increasing opportunities for 
Americans who have been left behind, unable to benefit from a recovering economy.  Yet the President 
will deliver a split message, pressing issues that will distinguish him and other Democrats from 
Republicans in the 2014 midterm elections.  Illustrating his willingness to act on his own, the White House 
says Obama will announce that he will sign an executive order increasing the minimum wage from $7.25 
to $10.10 for new federal contracts. The measure would not affect private companies' existing contracts, 
except it would apply to renewals if other terms of an agreement changed. As a result, the order would 
benefit far fewer workers than the number foreseen by advocates of federal contract employees. Still, the 
issue dovetails with what will be Obama's broader call for an increase in the broader national minimum 
wage to $10.10 and for future increases to be tied to inflation. Obama last year had called for an increase 
in the national minimum wage to $9. 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic:  BOEHNER IMMIGRATION REFORMTopic:  BOEHNER IMMIGRATION REFORMTopic:  BOEHNER IMMIGRATION REFORMTopic:  BOEHNER IMMIGRATION REFORM 
Time: 8:34 pmTime: 8:34 pmTime: 8:34 pmTime: 8:34 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
U.S. House Republican leaders will outline their principles for immigration reform at a party meeting this 
week, House Speaker John Boehner said on Tuesday.  Immigration reform advocates, who saw their 
hopes dashed in 2013 for major legislation, have been waiting for the House Republican leadership to 
take such a step.  Boehner did not give any details of the principles, nor did he promise specific legislative 
action in the near term.  Boehner told his rank-and-file party members earlier this month that the party 
leaders were getting ready to lay out a framework for immigration reform. 
 
======================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== 
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01/30/201401/30/201401/30/201401/30/2014 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic:  STOPTopic:  STOPTopic:  STOPTopic:  STOP----ANDANDANDAND----FRISK AGREEMENT REACHEDFRISK AGREEMENT REACHEDFRISK AGREEMENT REACHEDFRISK AGREEMENT REACHED 
Time: 7:28 pmTime: 7:28 pmTime: 7:28 pmTime: 7:28 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
Mayor Bill de Blasio announced on Thursday that New York City had reached an agreement with civil 
rights lawyers who had challenged the Police Department's stop-and-frisk practices, which would allow 
the sweeping reforms ordered by a federal judge last summer to be carried out. Those changes, which 
included the appointment of a federal monitor, were blocked last fall after the Bloomberg administration 
appealed the judge's rulings, which found that the city's stop-and-frisk policies were unconstitutional and 
that the department had resorted to "a policy of indirect racial profiling." The judge, Shira A. Scheindlin of 
Federal District Court in Manhattan, had ruled that the policy resulted in "the disproportionate and 
discriminatory stopping of blacks and Hispanics in violation of the Equal Protection Clause." 
 
======================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== 
 
01/31/201401/31/201401/31/201401/31/2014 
 
Duration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secsDuration: 30 secs 
Topic:  SUPERBOWL SECURITY INCREASEDTopic:  SUPERBOWL SECURITY INCREASEDTopic:  SUPERBOWL SECURITY INCREASEDTopic:  SUPERBOWL SECURITY INCREASED 
Time: 7:22 pmTime: 7:22 pmTime: 7:22 pmTime: 7:22 pm 
Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis:Synopsis: 
Several letters containing a suspicious substance sent to locations in New York City and New Jersey, 
causing a large-scale response by the authorities, have been found not to be hazardous after preliminary 
testing, according to a statement issued by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. While the authorities said 
more tests were being performed, at least one of the letters contained cornstarch, according to officials. 
Some of the letters were sent to hotels near the stadium where the Super Bowl will be played on Sunday, 
and the overwhelming response to the reports was, in part, a result of the heightened state of alert in the 
region. 
 
====================================================================================================END OF THE JANUARY 2004 REPORTEND OF THE JANUARY 2004 REPORTEND OF THE JANUARY 2004 REPORTEND OF THE JANUARY 2004 REPORT======================================================================== 


